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Exhibitor

SoilWatch

https://soilwatch.eu/

Team

David Morrison

William Ouellette

Location

 

BelgiumBrussels | 

Summary

Presentation

At SoilWatch, we believe in empowering communities to create their own solutions in the climate emergency. Adapting to climate change, 
preventing desertification and enhancing food security aren’t separate paths in development, but come together in the soil. By applying remote 
sensing technology and machine learning, we are able to provide up to date, reliable and low cost soil carbon measurements and develop 
verified carbon removal projects in North and East Africa. These projects not only remove CO2 from the atmosphere, but mitigate conflict and 
food insecurity in the most vulnerable areas where our team has direct on the ground experience.

https://soilwatch.eu/


Images

Videos

More

At SoilWatch, we believe in empowering communities to create their own solutions in the climate emergency. Adapting to climate change, preventing 
desertification and enhancing food security aren’t separate paths in development, but come together in the soil. By applying remote sensing 
technology and machine learning, we are able to provide up to date, reliable and low cost soil carbon measurements and develop verified carbon 
removal projects in North and East Africa. These projects not only remove CO2 from the atmosphere, but mitigate conflict and food insecurity in the 
most vulnerable areas where our team has direct on the ground experience.
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During the indicated periods, one of the team members is available for a video chat.

Stand No Time zone +/-UTC Date Start local time (hh:mm) Duration (hh:mm) Attendant Video chat link

0107 https://meet.jit.si/4p1000_stand_0107

0107 https://meet.jit.si/4p1000_stand_0107

0107 https://meet.jit.si/4p1000_stand_0107
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